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As temperatures drop, the charm of Golden Hill reaches a new high. 

Long hours of sunshine are exchanged for snowshoe tours through the 

mystical vineyards and some time to curl up on the sofa. A truly magical 

time in paradise begins... 

 

Cold days – warm fuzzy  

Golden-Hill-feelings 

 

The mysticism of the cooler half of the year in the Mediterranean’s southern Styria 

paired with an untouched feel-good atmosphere. Exclusive experience architecture 

in harmony with natural aesthetics. The perfect fusion of conspiratorial luxury and 

fully thought-out sustainability. This is what awaits guests of Barbara and Andreas 

Reinisch in their specially created little paradise called Golden Hill. Far removed 

from Alpine chic and the usual chalet norms, this elegant ensemble has won many 

awards. Just again this year from Falstaff and Gault&Millau Austria. This centuries-

old, contemporary renovated country house, four exclusive country chalets, an 

extravagant premium chalet and a unique panorama loft sparkles into the winter 

days. The perfect place to relax? Yes, but also for so much more. 

 

After all, whatever it takes to give you that warm and fuzzy feeling, even on cold 

days, during a carefree holiday where you can spend quality time together in the 

utmost privacy. You're sure to find what you're looking for in this small, fine se-

lection of this Garden of Eden. Each individual chalet is a real hidden gem and a 

wellness oasis in its own right, with exquisite details and an interior that is hard to 

beat in terms of exclusivity. Since May 2021, two new additions, Arctic Fox and 

Steppe Fox, complete the oasis with their special architecture. An absolute well-

ness highlight: each chalet has its own private SPA. This is also the case with the 

unique 300 m² loft, which impresses on top of everything, with its 12-metre stain-

less steel swimming pool, and the Steppenfuchs chalet with a 10-metre infinity 

pool that is heated all year round. More than half of the electricity for the resort is 
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generated by the resort itself. This not only creates a sense of relaxation, but also 

a clear conscience. 

 

 

Arrive, be at ease, feel the magic 

Get a taste of pure luxury by enjoying the magnificent countryside on a long winter 

walk and some cross-country skiing, or relax and enjoy the day by the crackling 

fire. From the much-praised gourmet breakfast, when and how you want it, to the 

private candlelight dinner or the joint winter barbecue in the garden, you really 

don't have to worry about a thing here. Happiness, without the want of anything 

more, is a feeling you will want to experience again and again.  

 

 

Contact details Hotel: 

Golden Hill Country Chalets & Suites   

Waldschach/Steinfuchsweg 2 

A-8505 St. Nikolai im Sausal  

Tel. +43 (0) 650 350 59 36  

welcome@golden-hill.at | www.golden-hill.at 
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